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COL/LTB

DOMINION VIRGINIA POWER
NORTH ANNA UNIT 3 COMBINED LICENSE APPLICATION
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

On May 16, 22, and 29, 2008, the NRC staff and its contractor, Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory (PNNL), held conference calls with representatives from Dominion to discuss
items resulting from the environmental site audit at the North Anna Power Station (NAPS)
site conducted the week of April 14, 2008. During the audit, the NRC team identified a
number of supplemental "information needs" to support the NAPS Unit 3 combined
license application environmental review and documented them in a telecom summary
dated June 16, 2008. The following is a partial response to the subject request.
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Information Need Request #6
Information Need Request #15
Information Need Request #20
Information Need Request #22
Information Need Request #23
Information Need Request #34
Information Need Request #35

Ecology - Historic PCB spill
Socioeconomics - Workforce
Hydrology - IFIM Study
Hydrology - VPDES Permit
Hydrology - Inter-Basin Water Transfers
Cultural Resources - Cemetery Protection
Cultural Resources - Agency Communication

Please contact Tony Banks at (804) 273-2170 (tony.banks@dom.com) if you have
questions.

Very truly yours,

Eugene S. Grecheck
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Enclosures:

1. Response to Request #6, Ecology - Historic PCB Spill
2. Response to Request #15, Socioeconomics - Workforce
3. Response to Request #20, Hydrology - IFIM Study, Request #22, Hydrology - VPDES

Permit, and Request #23, Hydrology - Inter-Basin Water Transfers
4. Response to Request #34, Cultural Resources - Cemetery Protection, and Request

#35, Cultural Resources - Agency Communication

Commitments made by this letter:

1. Provide a copy of the Final IFIM Analysis Report to NRC when published.

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA

COUNTY OF HENRICO

The foregoing document was acknowledged before me, in and for the County. and
Commonwealth aforesaid, today by Eugene S. Grecheck, who is Vice President-Nuclear
Development of Virginia Electric and Power Company (Dominion Virginia Power). He has
affirmed before me that he is duly authorized to execute and file the foregoing document
on behalf of the Company, and that the statements in the document are true to the best of
his knowledge and belief.

Acknowledged before me this /r day of 2008

My registration number is 35",Y3o a and my

Commission expires: - 5/ ,oo8

0~Notary Public

I MARGARET 03. DENNETT
Notay Public 3fV4509,

Commonwealth of Viglrgn I
My Commilon Expms Aug 31. 2008
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cc: U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region II
T. A. Kevern, NRC
J. T. Reece, NRC
A. Williamson, NRC
J. J. Debiec, ODEC
G. A. Zinke, NuStart/Entergy
T. L. Williamson, Entergy
R. Kingston, GEH
K. Ainger, Exelon
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(Ecology - Historic PCB Spill)
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Information Need Request #6 (Ecology - Historic PCB spill)

For any NAPS historic PCB spill, verify that the soil was sampled, excavated, and
disposed in the appropriate manner. Verify Unit 3 construction activities will not disturb site
of PCB spill sites before and during construction.

Dominion Response

One event occurred at the North Anna site for which a response to this information need
request is appropriate.

On July 3, 1981, a transformer rupture occurred at the North Anna existing units' site. The
transformer was one of seven newly manufactured transformers purchased in the 1973-
1974 time frame. The new transformer was empty when it was shipped and installed in
support of North Anna Unit 2. It was filled with new mineral oil and placed in service. The
PCB content of the mineral oil in the ruptured transformer was determined by gas
chromatograph analysis to be 1.3 ppm. The event was not classified as a PCB spill. In
accordance with Federal regulations, 40 CFR 761.3, a non-PCB transformer is defined as
any transformer that contains less than 50 ppm PCB. Federal regulations pertaining to
PCB spill cleanup, also at 40 CFR 761, do not apply unless the source is known to contain
50 ppm or more PCB.

On July 6,. 1981, a representative from the Virginia State Water Control Board (SWCB)
toured the'intake and discharge areas and collected several water samples. PCB tests
indicated no detectable concentration. On July 8, 1981, additional representatives from
the regional office of SWCB in Bridgewater, Virginia inspected the site and were satisfied
with the cleanup operation.

The oil-soaked gravel around the transformer was replaced, and absorbent materials were
used to remove oil from the area and from the existing construction settling pond located
behind the cofferdam. Approximately five dump trucks loads of oil-soaked dirt and
absorbent materials from within the Unit 3 construction area were removed off-site and
landfilled with Louisa County permission in Pendleton, Virginia.

The affected area is located in the area designated for Unit 3 construction. Land
disturbance activities associated with any construction in the affected area will have no
adverse environmental impacts as a result of the transformer rupture event.

Proposed COLA Revision

None.
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Information Need #15 (Socioeconomics - Workforce)

Reconcile inconsistencies in the estimates for the construction and operation work force
numbers cited in Chapter 8 (section 8.0.1.6) with those cited in Chapter 10 (ER Table
10.4. 1) and Chapter 3 (ER Table 3.0-2). Chapter 8 and 10 cite values of 2000 construction
workers and 500 operational workers, whereas Chapter 3 cites values of 2500-3500 and
500, respectively.

Dominion Response

In 2006, Virginia Economic Development Partnership (VEDP) used IMPLAN, a
commercially available input-output modeling program, to estimate the economic impact of
the jobs created by the addition of a new nuclear generating unit at the North Anna Power
Station (NAPS). Dominion provided parameters to VEDP including 2,000 direct jobs
during the construction period for input to the VEDP economic analysis. The results of the
VEDP economic analysis were used to describe the benefits of the proposed action in
Chapters 8 and 10 of the COLA ER.

Subsequently to the VEDP modeling, GEH provided an estimate for the construction
workforce for one ESBWR unit at the North Anna site of 2,500-3,500 construction workers.
The estimated workforce of 2,500-3,500 construction workers was used in the preparation
of COLA ER Chapter 3 (ER Table 3.0-2). Dominion did not change the number of
construction workers estimated for purposes of describing the benefits in Chapters 8 and
10 because the use of 2,000 construction -workers is conservative (i.e., would
underestimate the benefits).

On July 18, 2008, Dominion provided the response to NRC RAI Question ER Section
10.4-1, which included a proposed COLA revision to ER Chapter 10 Table 10.4-1. The
proposed revision to ER Chapter 10 Table 10.4-1 includes a revision to the estimated
number of new jobs to be consistent with the COLA ER Chapter 3 values.

Proposed COLA Revision

None.
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Response to ER Supplemental Information Need Requests #20, #22 and #23

(Hydrology - IFIM Study, VPDES Permit, Inter-Basin Water Transfers)
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Information Need Request #20 (Hydrology - IFIM Study)

Provide a copy of the design report for the IFIM study. Also, provide the estimated date for
completion of the IFIM analysis report and how the NRC may obtain a copy of that report.

Dominion Response

A copy of the IFIM Study Plan is provided with this enclosure as Attachment 1.

The Final North Anna Instream Flow Incremental Methodology (IFIM) Analysis Report is
currently scheduled to be published in January 2009. Dominion will provide a copy of this
report to the NRC. Changes to this schedule will be communicated to the NRC
environmental project manager. (See response below.)

Information Need Request #22 (Hydrology - VPDES Permit)

Provide information on how the NRC will be notified of any change in status regarding
litigation of the existing VPDES permit for the NAPS site.

Dominion Response

Dominion maintains frequent communication with the NRC environmental project
manager. Topics such as the status of the existing units' VPDES permit and the IFIM
Study are periodically discussed.

Information Need Request #23 (Hydrology - Inter-Basin Water Transfers)

Provide information on how the NRC will be notified of any future discussions with VDEQ
regarding possible inter-basin water transfers from the James River (or other basins) to
Lake Anna.

Dominion Response

Dominion is not aware of any formal communications that have taken place in 2008
between Louisa County officials and VDEQ regarding inter-basin water transfers.
Dominion would be included at the appropriate time should further discussions on this
issue occur. Dominion maintains frequent communication with the NRC environmental
project manager. Topics such as the status of the inter-basin water transfer issue would
be discussed.

Proposed COLA Revision

None.
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Attachment 1 to Enclosure 3

North Anna IFIM Study Plan
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Information Need Request #34 (Cultural Resources - Cemetery Protection)

Provide the commitment/management practices for the new cemetery on the NAPS site.

Dominion Response

Dominion conducted a review of new and significant information during the preparation of
the North Anna COL Application (COLA) while also completing a supplemental
archeological survey to support land use associated with the proposed Unit 3. A cemetery
previously unidentified by earlier cultural resources assessments conducted at North Anna
was "relocated" during field reconnaissance in the vicinity of the proposed hybrid cooling
tower. ("Relocated" is industry-related terminology for identified.)

Dominion has stated in both the ESP and COL applications--ESP ER Section 4.1.3; and
COLA ER Table 1.2-1 and COLA EPP Table 1--that it would maintain administrative and
physical controls to report assessments and avoid cultural resources. Dominion has also
communicated with the Virginia Department of Historic Resources (VDHR) that Dominion
intends to preserve such cultural resources and avoid sites during ground-disturbing
activities, when possible. These statements, along with the administrative controls, serve
as Dominion's corporate commitment to protect identified historical cemeteries and any
future cultural resource discoveries.

Information Need Request #35 (Cultural Resources - Agency Communication)

Provide clarification that identifies the lines of communication between the applicant and
the Virginia Department of Historic Resources regarding cultural resources related
activities for the NAPS site which also addresses the following areas:

1. A commitment or management plan for evaluating sites found during
surveys, for eligibility to National Register of Historic Places IF avoidance
is not the planned action.

2. A written procedure for establishing protective barriers for all historic sites
found that were determined eligible for the National Register of Historic
Places, if avoidance is the planned action.

3. If avoidance of located sites is planned, provide a written commitment to
do so and schedule for fencing or other physical barrier as a double
check.

4. If avoidance is not the planned action, a commitment or management plan
for mitigation of sites to be destroyed in construction.

5. Written commitment/management practices for addressing cultural
resources for future ground disturbing work at the NAPS site.

6. Written commitment or management plan for contacting the Virginia
Department of Historic Resources in case of an inadvertent or post review
discovery.
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Dominion Response

Since 2001, Dominion has conducted a number of archeological surveys and cultural
resources assessments on and around the North Anna Power Station site. With each
major Federal action (e.g., license renewal, ESP and COL), and in accordance with NEPA,
NHPA, and NRC regulatory guidance, assessment results have been reported to the
Virginia Department of Historic Resources (VDHR) for review and concurrence, and have
been provided to the NRC.

Each specific topic in the Information Need Request (repeated below for convenience) is
addressed below:

1. A commitment or management plan for evaluating sites found during surveys,
for eligibility to National Register of Historic Places IF avoidance is not the planned
action.

Dominion's planned action for discovered resources is avoidance. However, if avoidance
is not feasible, Dominion will evaluate the circumstances in consultation with VDHR and
implement other mitigative actions acceptable under standard archeological practices,
such as relocation or other preservation measures.

2. A written procedure for establishing protective barriers for all historic sites found
that were determined eligible for the National Register of Historic Places, if
avoidance is the planned action.

Dominion I s approach for addressing cu ' Itural resources for future ground-disturbing work at
the NAPS site is established in existing company policy statements, and administrative
and work control procedures. Primary among these is Dominion's corporate philosophy of
environmental stewardship. (See http://www.dom.com/about/environment/policv.osp)

In advance of planned ground-disturbing work, a number of actions are required or in-
place: subsurface investigation for utilities, pre-job briefs reminding workers to exercise
caution in the event of an unusual finding, safety requirements for personnel and man-
machine interface, stop-work orders upon questionable or inadvertent discovery, and
reporting consideration to either law enforcement or regulatory agencies, including VDHR.

As examples of that stewardship, an existing general maintenance procedure, under the
Precautions and Limitations section, states: "The Supervisor in charge of the excavating
activities is responsible for notifying the environmental compliance coordinator of an
inadvertent discovery of archeological, historical, or other cultural resource that has
occurred during the process of excavating. An existing excavation procedure states: "IF
archeological, historical, or other cultural resources are discovered during excavation,
THEN stop work immediately and contact the Construction Supervisor."
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Future project construction-related procedures will also provide similar direction.

3. If avoidance of located sites is planned, provide a written commitment to do so
and schedule for fencing or other physical barrier as a double check.

Dominion will continue its commitment to standardized work planning for construction
activities, which includes establishing protective action, for cemeteries or other designated
historic sites, and steps to demonstrate that the protective action has been accomplished.
Avoidance by fencing or posting, and monitoring of field activities, is the preferred
protective action.

4. If avoidance is not the planned action, a commitment or management plan for
mitigation of sites to be destroyed in construction.

In the event that an archaeological and/or historic site cannot be avoided during
construction, Dominion will obtain the required approvals and/or implement other
recommended mitigation action from VDHR. In addition, Dominion will implement the
appropriate mitigation measures identified in Table 4.6-1 of the North Anna ESP
Environmental Report during construction of North Anna Unit 3. Before initiating any
construction activities that could disturb existing ground conditions, Dominion will
coordinate with VDHR and assess the need to undertake additional subsurface
investigations for identifying potentially significant archaeological and/or historic resources
at the North Anna site.

5. Written commitment/management practices for addressing cultural resources for
future ground disturbing work at the NAPS site.

See response to Item 2 above.

6. Written commitment or management plan for contacting the Virginia Department
of Historic Resources in case of an inadvertent or post review discovery.

In the event of an inadvertent or post-review discovery, the decision to notify the Virginia
Department of Historic Resources is made by management based on the
recommendations of environmental subject, matter experts.
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